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FINAL REPORT

The XXXII Meeting of the Directing Council of the Pan American
Health Organization, XXXIX Meeting of the Regional Committee of the World
Health Organization for the Americas, was held at the Headquarters of the
Organization in Washington, D.C., from 21 to 25 September 1987, as con-
vened by the Director of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau in accordance
with Resolution I adopted by the Executive Committee in its 99th Meeting.

PARTICIPANTS

The following Member Governments of the Pan American Health Organi-
zation were present: Antigua and Barbuda, Argentina, Bahamas, Barbados,
Belize, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Domi-
nica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, France, Grenada, Guate-
mala, Guyana, Haiti, Honduras, Jamaica, Kingdom of the Netherlands,
Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, St. Kitts and Nevis, Saint
Lucia, St. Vincent and the Grenadines, Suriname, Trinidad and Tobago,
United Kingdom, United States of America, Uruguay and Venezuela. The

Governments of Spain and Portugal were represented by observers.

The Executive Committee of the Pan American Health Organization was
represented by its Chairman, Dr. Norman Gay (Bahamas), and its Vice Chair-
man, Dr. Manuel Quijano Narezo (Mexico).

Also present at the Meeting was Dr. Alfred Grech, Chairman of the
Executive Board of the World Health Organization.

The meeting was also attended by observers for the following inter-
governmental organizations: the Caribbean Community, the Hip6lito Unanue
Agreement, the Inter-American Development Bank, the Inter-American Insti-
tute for Cooperation on Agriculture, the International Committee of Mili-
tary Medicine and Pharmacy, the Organization of American States, the
United Nations, the United Nations Children's Fund, and the United Nations
Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean. Also present
were observers from 30 nongovernmental organizations.

OFFICERS

Pursuant to Rules 18 and 21 of the Rules of Procedure of the Direct-
ing Council, the proceedings were conducted by Dr. Norman Gay (Bahamas),
as Chairman of the Executive Committee, until the President was elected.
Thereupon, the two Vice Presidents and Rapporteur were elected, and the
officers of the Meeting were as follows:



OFFICERS (cont.)

President:

Vice Presidents:

Dr. Guillermo Sober6n Acevedo

Dr. Ruben Villeda Bermidez
Dr. Ilda Maria Urizar de Arias

Rapporteur:

Secretary
ex officio:

Dr. Karen Sealey

Dr. Carlyle Guerra de Macedo

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

DIRECTOR,
PAN AMERICAN
SANITARY BUREAU

COMMITTEE ON CREDENTIALS

Pursuant to Rule 27 of the Rules of Procedure, the Council
appointed a Committee on Credentials consisting of the following members:

Chairman:

Rapporteur:

Member:

Dr. Jorge Ahumada ARGENTINA

Dr. Oscar Rojas Renteria

Dr. Errol Vanzie

COLOMBIA

BELIZE

GENERAL COMMITTEE

Colombia, Paraguay and the United States of America were elected to
the General Committee, which in accordance with Rule 28 of the Rules of
Procedure was composed as follows:

Dr. Guillermo Sober6n Acevedo
President of the Council

Dr. Ruben Villeda Bermudez
Vice President of the Council

Dr. Ilda Maria Urizar de Arias
Vice President of the Council

MEXICO

HONDURAS

PERU

Dr. Karen Sealey
Rapporteur of the Council

Dr. Oscar Rojas Renteria
Representative

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO

COLOMBIA
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MEXICO

HONDURAS
PERU
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GENERAL COMMITTEE (cont.)

Dr. AdAn Godoy Jimenez PARAGUAY
Representative

Mr. Neil Boyer UNITED STATES OF
Representative AMERICA

AGENDA

In accordance with Rule 10 of the Rules of Procedure, in its first
plenary session the Council adopted the provisional agenda (Document
CD32/1, Rev. 1) submitted by the Director.

DECISIONS

In the ninth plenary session it was decided to designate the Presi-
dent of the XXXII Meeting of the Directing Council, Dr. Guillermo Sober6n
Acevedo (Mexico), to represent the Region of the Americas in the ceremony
in commemoration of the 40th Anniversary of WHO, to be held in Geneva on 4
May 1988.

On the same occasion it was decided that the Chairman of the Execu-
tive Committee, Dr. Norman Gay (Bahamas), would represent the Region in
the ceremony in commemoration of the tenth anniversary of the Declaration
of Alma-Ata, to be held in Geneva on 6 May 1988.

WORKING PARTY

At the first plenary session a working party was established con-
sisting of the Representatives of Barbados, Canada and Chile, to study the
application of Article 6.B of the PAHO Constitution. It prepared a report,
which was read in the third plenary session, and the Rapporteur prepared a
proposed resolution that was considered by the Directing Council in the
fifth plenary session.

COMMEMORATION

During the second plenary session, Resolution I was adopted, com-
memorating the centennial year of the National Institutes of Health (NIH)
of the United States of America, in recognition of the significant con-
tribution that NIH has made throughout its history to the pursuit of knowl-
edge for the health and well-being of the people of the Americas and in
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COMMEMORATION (cont.)

recognition of its close collaboration with the Pan American Health Organ-
ization. A ceremonial program for the presentation of the commemorative
plaque will be held following the final session of the XXXII Meeting of
the Directing Council.

SESSIONS

The Directing Council held a preliminary session, nine plenary ses-
sions and a closing session.

The Committee on Credentials held two sessions and the General Com-
mittee two sessions.

RESOLUTIONS

In the course of the Meeting the Directing Council approved the
following 16 resolutions:
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RESOLUTION I

100th ANNIVERSARY OF THE NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH

THE XXXII MEETING OF THE DIRECTING COUNCIL,

Considering that the National Institutes of Health (NIH) of the
United States of America is celebrating its 100th anniversary in 1987;

Recognizing the significant contribution that NIH has made through-

out its history to the pursuit of knowledge for the health and well-being
of the peoples of the Americas; and

Recognizing the close collaboration which exists between NIH and

the Pan American Health Organization,

RESOLVES:

1. To honor the National Institutes of Health for its outstanding
achievements in health research, training and development.

2. To memorialize the centennial year of the National Institutes
of Health with the presentation of a special commemorative plaque.

(Adopted at the second plenary session,
21 September 1987)



RESOLUTION II

APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE PAN AMERICAN HEALTH ORGANIZATION FOR 1988-1989

THE DIRECTING COUNCIL,
RESOLVES:

1. To appropriate for the financial period 1988-89 an amount of $138,806,000 as follows:

PART I DIRECTION, COORDINATION AND MANAGEMENT

PART II HEALTH SYSTEM INFRASTRUCTURE

PART III HEALTH SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

PART IV PROGRAM SUPPORT

Effective Working Budget (PARTS I - IV)
L========D==I=========35================

15,800,500

54,503,400

35,380,100

15,488,000

121,172,000
E==========

PART V STAFF ASSESSMENT (Transfer to Tax Equalization Fund)

TOTAL - ALL PARTS

2. That the appropriation shall be financed from:

(a)

17,634,000

138,806,000

Assessments in respect to:

Member and Participating Countries assessed under the scales adopted by
the Organization of American States in accordance with Article 60 of the
Pan American Sanitary Code or in accordance with Directing Council and
Pan American Sanitary Conference resolutions

(b) Miscellaneous Income

TOTAL
= = = =

134,006,000

4,800,000

138,806,000

In establishing the contributions of Member and Participating Countries, their assessments shall be reduced further
by the amount standing to their credit in the Tax Equalization Fund, except that credits of those countries which
levy taxes on the emoluments received from the Pan American Sanitary Bureau (PASB) by their nationals and residents

shall be reduced by the amounts of such tax reimbursements by PASB.

3. That, in accordance with the Financial Regulations of PAHO, amounts not exceeding the appropriations noted
under paragraph 1 shall be available for the payment of obligations incurred during the period 1 January 1988 to
31 December 1989, inclusive. Notwithstanding the provision of this paragraph, obligations during the financial

period 1988-89 shall be limited to the effective working budget, i.e., Parts I - IV.

4. That the Director shall be authorized to transfer credits between parts of the effective working budget, pro-
vided that such transfer of credits between parts as are made do not exceed 10% of the part from which the credit is
transferred. Transfers of credits between parts of the budget in excess of 10% of the part from which the credit is
transferred may be made with the concurrence of the Executive Committee. All transfers of budget credits shall be
reported to the Directing Council and/or the Conference.

w
D "

" tuPO

0Q

v

(Adopted at the fourth plenary session,
22 September 1987)



RESOLUTION III

ASSESSMENTS OF THE MEMBER AND PARTICIPATING COUNTRIES
OF THE PAN AMERICAN HEALTH ORGANIZATION FOR 1988-1989

Whereas, Member Countries appearing in the scale adopted by the Organization of American
States (OAS) are assessed according to the percentages shown in that scale in compliance with
Article 60 of the Pan American Sanitary Code; and

Whereas, other Member and Participating Countries are assessed on the basis of percentages
which would be assigned to such countries if they were subject to the OAS scale; now, therefore,

THE DIRECTING COUNCIL,
RESOLVES:

To establish the assessments of the Member and Participating Countries of the Pan American
Health Organization for the financial period 1988-89 in accordance with the scale of quotas shown
below and in the corresponding amounts.

(2) (3)
Actual

Percentage
Adjusted

OAS to PAHO
Scale Membership

(4)

Gross
Assessment

USs

(5)

Credit from Tax
Equalization Fund

USs

(6)
Adjustment for
Taxes Imposed by
Member Countries
on Emoluments of

PASB Staff

USs

(7)

Net
Assessment

US$

Antigua and Barbuda
Argentina
Bahamas
Barbados
Bolivia

Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cuba

9.36
0.82
0.99
0.18
1.17

8.69
0.76
0.92
0.17
1.09

11,645,124
1,018,444
1,232,854

227,810
1,460,668

1,532,396
134,018
162,232
29,978

192,212

20,000

10,112,728
884,426

1,090,622
197,832

1,268,456

Dominica
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
El Salvador
Grenada

Guatemala
Haiti
Honduras
Jamaica
Mexico

(1)

Country

0.02
7.47
0.07
0.08
0.18

0.02
6.94
0.06
0.07
0.17

26,800
9,300,018

80,402
93,804
227,810

3,526
1,223,800

10,580
12,344
29,978

23,274
8,076,218

69,822
81,460
197,832

0.02
0.18
0.18
0.18
0.03

0.02
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.03

0.17
0.17
0.17
0.17
6.52

0.18
0.18
0.18
0.18
7.02

3,526
29,978
29,978
29,978
5,290

26,800
227,810
227,810
227,810
40,202

227,810
227,810
227,810
227,810

8,737,194

C
0
hi.)
N

IIV

0Q

w
23,274
197,832
197,832
197,832
34,912

29,978
29,978
29,978
29,978

1,149,738

0
co197,832

197,832
197,832
197,832

7,587,456

./...



(2) (3)
Actual

Percentage
Adjusted

OAS to PAHO
Scale Membership

(4)

Gross
Assessment

USs

(5)

Credit from Tax
Equalization Fund

USs

(6)
Adjustment for

Taxes Imposed by
Member Countries
on Emoluments of

PASB Staff

USs

(7)

Net
Assessment

US$

Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
St. Christopher and Nevis

Saint Lucia
St. Vincent and the Grenadines
Suriname
Trinidad and Tobago
United States of America

Uruguay
Venezuela

Subtotal

0.18
0.18
0.18
0.54
0.01

0.03
0.02
0.14
0.18

66.00

0.36
3.59

100.08
______

0.17
0.17
0.17
0.50
0.01

0.03
0.02
0.13
0.17

61.29

0.34
3.34

______

227,810
227,810
227,810
670,030
13,398

40,202
26,800
174,208
227,810

82,132,280

455,622
4,475,802

___________

92.99 124,612,182
_ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - -

29,978
29,978
29,978
88,170
1,762

5,290
3,526

22,924
29,978

10,807,880

59,956
588,976

16,397,860
__________

5,000,000

5,020,000

197,832
197,832
197,832
581,860
11,636

34,912
23,274
151,284
197,832

76,324,400

395,666
3,886,826

113,234,322
___________

Other Member Countries

Belize
Canada
Guyana

Participating Countries

France
Kingdom of the Netherlands
United Kingdom

Subtotal

107.63 100.00 134,006,000 17,634,000 5,021,000 121,393,000
-- -= - -===== -s--===-==== -===----- -s= =l-lS= = -= -==- (

This column shows the current OAS scale and equivalent percentages applicable to other Member and Participating Countries 4

which are not included in the OAS scale. P
This column shows actual percentages in respect to assessments of Member and Participating Countries of the Pan American

Health Organization for 1988-89.
This column includes estimated amounts to be received by the respective Member Countries in 1988-89 in respect of taxes levied

by them on staff members' emoluments received from PASB, adjusted for any difference between the estimated and actual for m

prior years. v'

(Adopted at the fourth plenary session,
22 September 1987)

(1)

Country

0.04
7.04
0.18

0.18
0.07
0.04

7.55
______

0.04
6.53
0.17

0.17
0.06
0.04

7.01

TOTAL

53,602
8,750,592

227,810

227,810
80,402
53,602

9,393,818
___________

7,052
1,151,500

29,978

29,978
10,580
7,052

1,236,140
__________

(2)

(3)

(6)

1,000

1,000
_________

46,550
7,600,092

197,832

197,832
69,822
46, 550

8,158,678
___________
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RESOLUTION IV

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CHAIRMAN OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

THE XXXII MEETING OF THE DIRECTING COUNCIL,

Having seen the Annual Report of the Chairman of the Executive Com-
mittee (Document CD32/4) on the work of the Committee from October 1986 to
date, the period during which the 98th and 99th Meetings were held; and

Bearing in mind the provisions of Article 9.C of the Constitution
of the Pan American Health Organization,

RESOLVES:

1. To take note of the Annual Report of the Chairman of the Execu-
tive Committee (Document CD32/4).

2. To congratulate the Chairman and the other members of the Com-
mittee on their excellent work.

(Adopted at the fifth plenary session,
23 September 1987)
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RESOLUTION V

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE PAN AMERICAN SANITARY BUREAU

THE XXXII MEETING OF THE DIRECTING COUNCIL,

Having examined the Annual Report of the Director of the Pan Ameri-
can Sanitary Bureau for 1986 (Official Document 215);

Bearing in mind the provisions of Article 9.C of the Constitution
of the Pan American Health Organization; and

Noting with satisfaction the changes in the Report's structure and
content that make it a succinct and analytical document,

RESOLVES:

1. To take note of the Annual Report of the Director of the Pan
American Sanitary Bureau for 1986.

2. To commend the Director for his continued efforts to transform
his Report into a dynamic and significant working tool.

3. To thank the Director for his leadership and support to the
Member Governments in the technical cooperation activities conducted by
PAHO during 1986.

(Adopted at the fifth plenary session,
23 September 1987)
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RESOLUTION VI

REPORT ON THE COLLECTION OF QUOTA CONTRIBUTIONS

THE XXXII MEETING OF THE DIRECTING COUNCIL,

Having considered the report of the Director on the collection of

quota contributions (Document CD32/16 and ADD. I) and the concerns
expressed by the 99th Meeting of the Executive Committee with respect to
the status of the collection of quota contributions;

Noting the report of the Working Party on the application of Arti-
cle 6.B of the PAHO Constitution relating to the suspension of voting
privileges of Member Governments that fail to meet their financial obliga-
tions to the Organization; and

Recognizing that, in the case of the two Member Governments subject

to Article 6.B, the Government of the Dominican Republic has submitted a
revised and acceptable deferred payment plan and has made an initial pay-
ment under this plan, and the Government of Bolivia has indicated its
intent to pay its 1984 quota assessment and part of its 1985 quota assess-
ment in 1987,

RESOLVES:

1. To take note of the report of the Director on the collection of
quota contributions (Document CD32/16 and ADD. I).

2. To express appreciation to Member Governments that have already
made payments in 1987, and to urge all Member Governments in arrears to
meet their financial obligations to the Organization as soon as possible.

3. To congratulate the Government of Haiti and the Government of
Paraguay for their successful efforts in reducing their outstanding quota
assessments relating to previous years.

4. To permit the Government of the Dominican Republic to vote at
this meeting, and to endorse the acceptance of the Government's revised
deferred payment plan.

5. To permit the Government of Bolivia to vote at this meeting in
view of its commitment to effect a substantive quota payment in 1987.

6. To request the Director:

a) To continue to monitor the implementation of special pay-
ment agreements made by Member Countries in arrears for the
payment of prior years' quota assessments;
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b) To advise the Executive Committee of Member Countries' com-

pliance with their quota payment commitments;

c) To report to the XXXIII Meeting of the Directing Council on

the status of the collection of quota contributions for

1988 and prior years.

(Adopted at the fifth plenary session,
23 September 1987)
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RESOLUTION VII

INTERIM FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR FOR THE YEAR 1986

THE XXXII MEETING OF THE DIRECTING COUNCIL,

Having examined the Interim Financial Report of the Director for
the Year 1986 (Official Document 214);

Noting the report of the 99th Meeting of the Executive Committee on

its review of the financial statements and schedules of the Organization
as contained in Official Document 214; and

Expressing concern over the rate of quota payments during 1986,
while recognizing that, in spite of this, the Organization has continued
to maintain a satisfactory financial situation,

RESOLVES:

1. To take note of the Interim Financial Report of the Director
for the Year 1986.

2. To endorse the comments and concerns expressed by the 99th
Meeting of the Executive Committee in its report on the financial condi-
tion of the Organization as of 31 December 1986, and in particular the

concern expressed with respect to the impact that the delayed payment of
quota assessments has on the financial status of the Organization and its
Centers.

3. To commend the Director for having maintained the Organization
in a satisfactory financial condition.

(Adopted at the fifth plenary session,
23 September 1987)
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RESOLUTION VIII

ELECTION OF THREE MEMBER GOVERNMENTS TO THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
ON THE TERMINATION OF THE PERIODS OF OFFICE

OF BRAZIL, COLOMBIA, AND HONDURAS

THE XXXII MEETING OF THE DIRECTING COUNCIL,

Bearing in mind the provisions of Articles 9.B and 15.A of the

Constitution of the Pan American Health Organization; and

Considering that the Governments of El Salvador, Panama, and

Uruguay were elected to serve on the Executive Committee upon the termina-
tion of the periods of office of Brazil, Colombia and Honduras,

RESOLVES:

1. To declare the Governments of El Salvador, Panama, and Uruguay

elected to membership of the Executive Committee for a period of three
years.

2. To thank the Governments of Brazil, Colombia, and Honduras for

the services rendered to the Organization during the past three years by

their representatives on the Executive Committee.

(Adopted at the fifth plenary session,
23 September 1987)
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RESOLUTION IX

WOMEN, HEALTH AND DEVELOPMENT

THE XXXII MEETING OF THE DIRECTING COUNCIL,

Having seen the report of the Special Subcommittee on Women, Health
and Development (Document CD32/14 and ADD. I);

Having regard to the previous resolutions approved by the Governing
Bodies of PAHO on women, health and development (WHD), particularly Reso-

lution XII, adopted by the XXII Pan American Sanitary Conference; and

Mindful of Resolution WHA40.9 approved by the Fortieth World Health
Assembly,

RESOLVES:

1. To urge the Member Countries:

a) To complete their plans for carrying out during the bien-
nium 1988-1989 programs and activities that will implement
the Regional WHD Strategies approved in Resolution XII of
the XXII Pan American Sanitary Conference;

b) To continue strengthening the national focal points in

accordance with the guidelines laid down in the document
"Structure and Functions of the National Focal Point of the

Program on Women, Health and Development," approved by the
Subcommittee;

c) To review and revise their health policies for both the

public sector and the social security system with a view to
providing real access for all women to comprehensive health
services;

d) To study the national legislation and adjust it for attain-
ment of the goal of equality for women in the quality and
coverage of the health services available to them;

e) To develop and integrate within comprehensive health serv-
ices specific programs for women which assure that the
aspects of financing, quality, coverage and proper use of
technology are addressed and provide solutions to distinc-
tively women's problems;

f) To conduct the operations research needed to identify ever
better the health problems of women, their specific needs
as seekers of services, and their situation as providers
thereof, chiefly in the areas cited in the recommendations
of the Subcommittee's report.
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2. To request that the Director:

a) Continue his efforts to increase the representation of
women in PAHO so as to attain the goal of 30% in profes-
sional and higher posts, as approved by Resolution XII of
the XXII Pan American Sanitary Conference, and also to
increase the representation of women as temporary consult-
ants, coordinating with the national focal points for the
identification of candidates;

b) Promote in all areas of the Organization and the countries
increased participation by women in regional meetings,
fellowships, training activities and technical and scien-
tific meetings of any other kind;

c) Increase the mobilization of the resources needed to apply
the approved regional strategies and to promote, execute
and disseminate specific activities under the Program on
Women, Health and Development in the countries and through-
out the Region;

d) Support the conduct of research, particularly in the areas
recommended in the Subcommittee's report;

e) Inform the Directing Council every two years on the activi-
ties and progress made in the prevention of maternal mor-
tality and in guaranteeing all women maternity without risk.

(Adopted at the fifth plenary session,
23 September 1987)
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RESOLUTION X

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS AND DISASTER RELIEF COORDINATION

THE XXXII MEETING OF THE DIRECTING COUNCIL,

Having examined the document presented by the Director on the pro-
gress of the Emergency Preparedness and Disaster Relief Coordination Pro-
gram (Document CD32/13), together with the conclusions of the meeting on
International Health Relief Assistance held in Costa Rica in March 1986;

Considering Resolutions X, XXXVI, XL, and XXI of the XXIII, XXVI,
XXVII and XXXI Directing Council Meetings, respectively, on the Emergency
Preparedness and Disaster Relief Coordination Program;

Convinced that, although the health preparedness activities of the
countries affected by earthquakes and volcanic eruptions in 1985-1987 have
contributed to minimize the loss of human lives and to improve the coordi-
nation of relief assistance from the international community, additional
efforts are required from the governments of disaster-prone countries to
increase their level of readiness; and

Concerned that the prompt and generous assistance provided to
disaster-stricken nations by other Member Countries and by the interna-
tional community be more attune to the actual health needs and priorities,

RESOLVES:

1. To thank the Director of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau for
the progress report on the Emergency Preparedness and Disaster Relief
Coordination Program and to endorse the recommendations approved at the
Meeting on International Health Relief Assistance, held in San Jose, Costa
Rica, 10-12 March 1986, included in Document CD32/13, particularly those
recommendations regarding the need for all potential donors to consult
with the health authorities of the affected country before sending health
relief assistance and the need to place priority on cooperation between
neighboring countries whenever additional medical personnel or resources
are needed for disaster management.

2. To urge Member Countries:

a) To strengthen their health emergency preparedness programs
prior to a disaster by allocating the necessary personnel
and budget, to the extent possible, according to the vul-
nerability of the country to natural disasters, chemical or
nuclear accidents, or other emergency situations likely to
affect the public health;
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b) To attach the highest priority to the rapid and objective
assessment of health needs following a sudden disaster, and
to notify PAHO promptly of the results.

3. To request the Director, within available resources:

a) To strengthen the technical cooperation with Member Coun-
tries for the development of their health emergency pre-
paredness programs and for the assessment of their health
needs in the case of a disaster;

b) In response to the need for disaster relief, to disseminate
to potential donors, Member Countries and others, in con-
sultation with the health authorities of a disaster-affected
country and in coordination with WHO and with the United
Nations Office of the Disaster Relief Coordinator (UNDRO),
timely authoritative information indicating the type of
health assistance that may be appropriate, as well as that
which is considered unnecessary or counterproductive;

c) To disseminate widely the recommendations approved at the
San Jose Meeting on International Health Relief Assistance.

(Adopted at the sixth plenary session,
23 September 1987)
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RESOLUTION XI

COORDINATION OF SOCIAL SECURITY AND PUBLIC HEALTH INSTITUTIONS

THE XXXII MEETING OF THE DIRECTING COUNCIL,

Having seen the report on "Coordination of Social Security and
Public Health Institutions" for the period 1984-1987 (Document CD32/17);

Noting that in various countries of the Region lack of functional
and operational coordination still persists among the institutions of the
health sector, and particularly between the Ministries of Health and
Social Security Institutions, and that this has unfavorable repercussions
on the health care of the population and on the efficient and equitable
use of the health resources of those countries; and

Recognizing the growing significance and importance of the health
programs being carried out by Social Security institutions in Member Coun-
tries, as well as their potential to help in the attaining of universal
health care coverage in this Region,

RESOLVES:

1. To receive the report on "Coordination of Social Security and
Public Health Institutions" (Document CD32/17).

2. To reiterate to Member Governments the recommendations included
in Resolution CD30.R15 of the Directing Council (1984), especially those
recommending that governments "include representatives of social security
agencies and other health sector institutions in delegations to the meet-
ings of the Organization's Governing Bodies."

3. To recommend to the governments of Member Countries where prob-
lems of coordination persist between Ministries of Health and Social
Security institutions that they adopt a strategy with clearly programmed
and defined activities to:

a) Extend Social Security coverage to the entire population as
a way to avoid "separate clienteles" for Ministry of Health
and Social Security programs, aiming at universal health
care coverage and the establishment of truly integrated
national health policies, based on the strategy of primary
health care and the principles of health for all by the
year 2000;

b) Improve the efficient use of resources by formulating and
adapting joint investment plans; information, programming
and budgeting processes; the selection, incorporation and
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use of medical technology; and the organization of supply,
maintenance and other support components. To this end they
should also promote functional integration arrangements
between Ministries of Health and Social Security institu-
tions by developing common systems for the organization and
administration of services at the local level;

c) Make rational use of the financing for the health sector by
coordinating the resources provided in contributions to
Social Security and the allocations made on public budgets,
and also by tightening production costs and adjusting out-
lays to priorities;

d) Study alternative ways of increasing the amounts received
in the aforementioned forms of financing, in view of the
rising costs of the sector;

e) Work jointly toward the strengthening of health infrastruc-
tures and develop firm decentralization policies that
permit financing to be used at the local level and partici-
pation by the public, private and teaching sectors with a
view to functional integration of the network of services
and the conciliation of their respective outlooks in the
particular circumstances of each country.

4. To urge Member Governments to use and to share experiences
regarding coordination of health sector institutions in the Region, which
may serve as a reference in the selection of alternatives for the organi-
zation and financing of health services.

5. To request the Director, subject to the policies and resources
of the Organization, to:

a) Promote the inclusion of Social Security entities in the
technical cooperation programs of PAHO at the national
level;

b) Encourage the exchange of experiences among countries and
groups of countries through the preparation of case studies
to analyze the legal, organizational, financial and opera-
tional aspects of the health services, while emphasizing
institutional coordination aspects within the sector;

c) Establish an adequate mechanism, such as an advisory group,
to assist the Organization in the promotion of improved
coordination of Ministry of Health and Social Security
institutions;
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d) Strengthen PAHO's working relationship with international
organizations involved in fields related to Social Security,
and other intergovernmental agencies, to improve technical
cooperation activities in this area;

e) Circulate among the governments information that is consid-
ered to be of interest, is available, or is generated, in
the area of country studies and analyses of experience, and
any other data relating to the aforementioned coordination
problems;

f) Promote the follow-up of measures taken for the evaluation
of progress achieved and include this subject in his Annual
Reports.

(Adopted at the sixth plenary session,
23 September 1987)
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RESOLUTION XII

ACQUIRED IMMUNODEFICIENCY SYNDROME (AIDS) IN THE AMERICAS

THE XXXII MEETING OF THE DIRECTING COUNCIL,

Having reviewed Document CD32/1O on acquired immunodeficiency syn-
drome (AIDS) in the Americas and Resolution WHA40.26 of the Fortieth World
Health Assembly;

Recognizing that the AIDS epidemic presents an unprecedented, imme-
diate, and long-term threat to public health in the Region of the Ameri-
cas, requiring urgent, coordinated action;

Aware that, under these conditions, special efforts must be made to
prevent and control the spread of the disease, yet concerned that these
efforts reaffirm human dignity and protect human rights while stressing
the social responsibilities of individuals, foster political commitment to
health, strengthen health systems based on the primary care approach, and
protect freedom of travel, interpersonal communication and international
commerce;

Fully supporting the global response to this problem which is being
implemented through the WHO Special Program on AIDS, and recognizing its
responsibilities as Regional Committee for the Americas to review annually
the situation in the Americas, to monitor the use of regional resources,
and to report annually to the Director-General of WHO; and

Aware of the impact AIDS has on health services,

RESOLVES:

1. To urge Member Countries:

a) To develop, implement and sustain strong national AIDS pre-
vention and control programs along the model recommended by
the WHO Special Program on AIDS, adapted to individual
national contexts;

b) To strengthen national epidemiologic surveillance activi-
ties in order to improve national programs;

c) To mobilize and coordinate the use of national and interna-
tional resources for the prevention and control of AIDS
while assuring that national health systems are maintained
and strengthened in order to combat this epidemic;
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d) To provide accurate information to their citizens about
AIDS, strengthening health information through all mass
media and health promotion activities and promoting respon-
sible, appropriate public action to reduce the transmission
of the virus and to provide compassionate responses to
those with the disease;

e) To continue permitting freedom of international travel,
without restrictions based on human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) infection status;

f) To provide periodic situation and progress reports to PAHO/
WHO, as requested;

g) To make every effort to develop the Special Program on AIDS
within the framework of the policy for health system devel-
opment and strengthening, making use of the AIDS crisis to
promote the needed changes in health services.

2. To request the Director, within available resources:

a) To coordinate regional AIDS prevention and control activi-
ties with the global program in the establishment of a PAHO/
WHO Special Program on AIDS;

b) Urgently to provide technical support to national AIDS pre-
vention and control programs, including support for imple-
menting, strengthening and maintaining surveillance systems
with appropriate laboratory support services, transmission
prevention and control programs, health professional train-
ing programs, and research activities needed to define the
epidemiology of AIDS;

c) To develop AIDS control activities, especially those
related to health care, together with the development and
strengthening of health systems;

d) To promote, coordinate and conduct epidemiologic studies
and related research in order to support regional control
efforts;

e) To disseminate information to the Member Countries concern-
ing technological advances in combating AIDS, epidemiologi-
cal information about the regional situation, and other
information vital for the conduct of national AIDS preven-
tion and control programs;

f) To develop mechanisms to facilitate the interinstitutional
exchange of technical and resource information at the
operational level;
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g) To provide annual reports on the regional situation and the
use of regional resources to the Regional Committee for the
Americas;

h) To take further steps as may be needed, within his author-
ity, to combat this epidemic.

(Adopted at the seventh plenary session,
24 September 1987)
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RESOLUTION XIII

REPORT OF THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON HEALTH RESEARCH

THE XXXII MEETING OF THE DIRECTING COUNCIL,

Having seen the report of the Advisory Committee on Health Research

on the deliberations of that Committee's XXVI Meeting held from 3 to 7
August 1987 at the Oswaldo Cruz Foundation, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
(Document CD32/23); and

Cognizant of the importance of the Committee's recommendations to

the Director for scientific and technological development in the health

field of the countries of Latin America and the Caribbean,

RESOLVES:

1. To thank the Government of Brazil, and the Oswaldo Cruz Founda-

tion in particular, for their valuable collaboration with the Organization
during the XXVI Meeting of its Advisory Committee on Health Research.

2. To take note of the recommendations made to the Director by the
Advisory Committee on Health Research.

3. To recommend to the Director that he study carefully the report
of the Committee and the recommendations therein with a view to their
implementation, in keeping with the priorities established for the quadren-
nium 1987-1991 and the availability of resources.

(Adopted at the eighth plenary session,

24 September 1987)
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RESOLUTION XIV

APPOINTMENT OF THE EXTERNAL AUDITOR

THE XXXII MEETING OF THE DIRECTING COUNCIL,

Bearing in mind that it has been the practice of the Pan American
Health Organization and the World Health Organization to have the same
External Auditor, and that the holder of the office of Comptroller and
Auditor General of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland, who has been appointed External Auditor of the World Health Orga-
nization for the financial periods 1988-1989 and 1990-1991, has expressed
a willingness to continue to serve as External Auditor of the Pan American
Health Organization,

RESOLVES:

1. To appoint the holder of the Office of Comptroller and Auditor
General of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland Exter-
nal Auditor of the accounts of the Pan American Health Organization for
the financial periods 1988-1989 and 1990-1991, and to request that he con-
duct his audits in accordance with the principles set forth in Article XII
of the PAHO Financial Regulations, with the provision that, should the
need arise, he may designate a representative to act in his absence.

2. To express its thanks to Sir Gordon Downey, K.C.B., for the
work he has performed for the Organization.

(Adopted at the eighth plenary session,
24 September 1987)
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RESOLUTION XV

SALARY OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE PAN AMERICAN SANITARY BUREAU

THE XXXII MEETING OF THE DIRECTING COUNCIL,

Considering the revision made to the schedule of salaries of the
professional and higher categories of staff in ungraded posts, effective
1 April 1987;

Taking into account the decision by the Executive Committee at its
99th Meeting to adjust the salaries of the Deputy Director and the Assist-
ant Director (Resolution CE99.Rll);

Having noted the recommendation of the Executive Committee concern-
ing the salary of the Director of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau (Reso-
lution CE99.Rll); and

Bearing in mind the provisions of Staff Rule 330.3,

RESOLVES:

To establish the net salary of the Director of the Pan American
Sanitary Bureau at $58,938 (single rate) per annum, effective 1 April 1987.

(Adopted at the eighth plenary session,
24 September 1987)
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RESOLUTION XVI

MANAGEMENT OF WHO'S RESOURCES

THE XXXII MEETING OF THE DIRECTING COUNCIL,

Having seen a) the Director-General's Introduction to the proposed

program budget for the biennium 1988-1989 (Document PB/88-89), b) the doc-

ument "Management of WHO's Resources" (Document EB81/PC/WP/2), and c) the

Report presented by the Program Committee of the Executive Board on the

discussions in its 12th Meeting on the subject of "Management of WHO's

Resources and Review of the Organization's Structure" (Document EB81/PC/

Conf. Paper No. 1, Rev. 1); and

Considering Resolution WHA40.15, in which the Fortieth World Health

Assembly requested the Regional Committees to review the official docu-
ments on general policy matters relating to the need for measures to

secure the best possible use of WHO's limited resources, and to report on
the outcome of their deliberations to the Executive Board at its Eighty-
first Session in January 1988,

RESOLVES:

1. To request the Director to transmit to the Executive Board of

WHO at its Eighty-first Session in January 1988, the summary record of the
discussions in the present Directing Council on the subject of "Management
of WHO's Resources" (item 6.5 of the Agenda).

2. To affirm that full agreement exists between the principles

embodied in the general policies for the management of WHO's resources and

the current mandates and guidelines for the implementation of PAHO's coop-

eration policy in the Region as approved in Resolutions CE92.R15 on the
managerial strategy for the optimal use of PAHO/WHO resources in direct

support of Member Countries, CD31.RlO on the regional program budget
policy, and CSP22.R21 on the orientation and program priorities for PAHO

during the quadrennium 1987-1990, and in the introduction to the PAHO/WHO

program budget for 1988-1989 in Official Document 210.

3. To pledge the cooperation of the Region of the Americas in the
effort to improve the use and management of WHO's resources.

4. To indicate to the Executive Board of WHO its concern over the
feasibility of the proposed process contained in Document EB81/PC/Conf.
Paper No. 1, Rev. 1 for the appointment of Regional Directors and, more
specifically, to point out its incompatibility with the present Constitu-

tion of the Pan American Health Organization.

(Adopted at the ninth plenary session,
25 September 1987)
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the President of the Directing Council and the
Secretary ex officio, Director of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau, sign
the present Final Report in the English and Spanish languages, the two
texts being equally authentic.

DONE in Washington, D.C., United States of America, on this twenty-
fifth day of September, nineteen hundred and eighty-seven. The Secretary
shall deposit the original texts in the Archives of the Pan American
Sanitary Bureau and shall send copies thereof to the Governments of the
Organization.

Guillermo Sober6n Acevedo
President of the

XXXII Meeting of the Directing Council
Representative of Mexico

Carlyle Guerra de Macedo
Secretary ex officio of the Directing Council

Director of the
Pan American Sanitary Bureau


